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Abstract—Software projects are very dynamic and require recurring adjustments of their project plans. These settings can be understood as reconfigurations in the schedule, in the resources allocation and other design elements. Yet, during the planning and execution of a software project, the integration of specific activities in the projects with the activities that take part in the organization’s common activity flow should be considered. This article presents the results from a systematic review of aspects related to software projects’ dynamic reconfiguration emphasizing the integration of project management with the organizational flows. A series of studies was analyzed from the year 2000 to the present. The results of this work show that there is a diversity of techniques and strategies for dynamic reconfiguration of software projects. However, few approaches consider the integration of software project activities with the activities that take part in the organization’s common workflow.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE software products development requires the defined planning and execution of activities according to the project scope, in which is necessary to deal with both technical and management issues [1]. In general, companies are organized in order to manage multiple projects simultaneously [2]. However, unlike the traditional model of project management (which describes the projects individually), models of multi-project management must deal with the interdependencies among the various projects with a set of constraints related to deadlines and available resources [3].

The growing complexity and volume of projects that a project manager must deal simultaneously contributes to the increasing challenges related to the development of projects [4], [5]. As the number of projects increases, the project manager must take into account more and more elements and less time in their decisions. Still, one must consider that during the planning and execution of software projects, different types of tasks are assigned to resources with different characteristics (resulting in a complex set of dependencies between these activities) in order to reach the goals related to time and costs of these projects [6]. Thus, in response to new information or estimations, one may need to make changes to the project plan, such as reallocating resources or canceling tasks [7].

In the same scenery, the project manager may need to interact with other departments of the organization during the planning and execution of the project in order to obtain relevant information to the project (contact the human resources department about the need for staffing, for instance). The distinction between the specific activities in a project with activities that take part in the organization’s common activity flow (here called enterprise flow) can be observed. This way, a project manager must deal with this decoupling amongst the activity flow of a software project and other activity flows of the organization which provide some support to the project. Both types of workflows are executed in parallel, have their own resources and may influence the timing of activities and project costs. Therefore, the project manager needs some kind of support to help in the process of decision making taking into account the integration of these different streams of activities during the simultaneous execution of software projects.

Based on these premises, a study was carried out to determine the state of the art of dynamic reconfiguration of software projects, with emphasis on the integration of project management and the organizational flows, in order to identify the main gaps and challenges of research in this field. To reach this goal a methodology of systematic review was adopted. Systematic review is a research practice often used in the medical field, which was adapted to software engineering by [10] and [19]. This process helps to establish scientific rigor which is necessary to define the state of the art and to produce more reliable results.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II starts with an overview of dynamic reconfiguration of software projects to establish a background in this field. Section III presents the Systematic Review research methodology applied in this work. Section IV describes the plan of systematic review and in section V and VI the results and discussions of the systematic review are presented. Finally, in section VII the findings and suggestions for future works are described.

II. DYNAMIC RECONFIGURATION OF SOFTWARE PROJECTS

According to [21], a project is a temporary endeavor with the goal of producing a single product or service. Usually a project is directed to achieve a specific result and involves the coordinated implementation of inter-related activities. More than that, projects are planned, executed and controlled by people, and are constrained by limited resources. In turn, project management is responsible for monitoring the achievement of project objectives through the application of a
set of techniques and tools [22]. Then, project managers need some kind of support, usually based on a project management methodology, to deal with different design variables, responsibilities and tasks. For this purpose, there are several proposals in the literature or practice already carried out in companies. However, software project management is not an easy task to be performed. Software projects are very dynamic and require recurring adjustments of their project plans. These settings can be understood as reconfigurations in the schedule, in the resources allocation and other design elements. A software project plan specifies and limits the scope of the project, describes the possible risks of the project, defines the capabilities of available hardware and software, describes the work breakdown structure and project schedule [23]. According to [24], the project schedule specifies dependency relationships, estimated time required to reach each milestone of the project and the allocation of people involved in each activity. In this scenario, a project configuration involves not only the planning of activities, but also the planning of available resources, their characteristics and how these resources are allocated to activities. Project-level information (such as the priority over other projects) and the availability of resources are added to it. However, we should consider the changes on the project plan, specifically those that occur during project execution. Thus, dynamic reconfiguration of projects is the successive planning for the same project during its execution. The planning of a project also involves the selection and definition of necessary activities in the project schedule. Since the sequencing and dependency of activities in a project determine the order in which they shall be held and also activities that can be performed in parallel.

Also, during the planning and execution of a software project, the project manager may need to interact with other departments within the organization to obtain relevant information to the project [8]. The project manager, for example, may need to contact the human resources department about the need of hiring staff for a particular software development project.

Therefore, it can be seen in Fig. 1 that the flow of specific activities of a software project can interact with other common activity flows of the organization (enterprise workflow). Both types of workflows are executed in parallel, have their own resources and may influence the timing of activities and costs of software design.

Due to this separation between the activity flow of a software project and other flows of the organization's activities, there may be a relationship of dependency between activities belonging to these two types of workflows. For example, the activity of developing a web site (part of the software project workflow) may depend on the acquisition of a web server by the financial department (part of the company's organizational flow). The disregard of the dependencies among the activities of different workflows can result in software project planning distortions.

It can be seen, therefore, that some types of management activities are inherent to the process and do not appear at the time of project planning. It is precisely these activities (or their dependencies) that most often cause a delay in the schedule and are not considered in the definition of project risks.

Therefore, it is crucial to conciliate these two visions: the project manager must deal with both management issues and production during the planning and execution of projects, considering not only the activities which produce direct results on the software project, but the activities which belong, in a shared way, to the other support activity flows to the company's projects [8].

III. SYSTEMATIC REVIEW IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Systematic review is a research methodology that uses systematic methods to identify, select, and critically evaluate scientific studies in a specific field of research. It is a planned review to answer a specific question that can or not include statistic methods. Statistic methods used in the analysis and synthesis of the selected studies are called meta-analysis [20]. In this work, the meta-analysis stage was not adopted since it is a qualitative diagnosis of studies.

The systematic review is a way to evaluate and interpret the relevant work to a specific research question [9], [10]. Briefly, in a systematic review one carries out a search for relevant information to the research, defining "search strings" to be performed on mechanisms, such as those provided by IEEE and ACM. This information is generally reported through articles in conference proceedings, journals, and technical reports or even in books devoted to each area. The advantages of a systematic review, can be summarized as follows:

- assemble the existing evidence on a particular subject in the literature;
- identify any gaps that may point to future researches;
- provide a consistent overview to propose new research activities adequately.

The systematic review, give a scientific rigor to a literature review process and, as a consequence, minimize the slants that can happen during a conventional literature review. The guidelines to lead the process of systematic review established by [10] and [19] were adapted to reflect the specific problems of research in Software Engineering. These guidelines are composed by three stages: planning of the review; conducting the review; and reporting the review.
IV. SYSTEMATIC REVIEW PLAN

First of all, a systematic review should start with the definition of the research question. In this work we have adopted the term Question Focus (QF) as a way to represent the research question. To determine the QF some complementary issues were used. The next subsections summarize the sequence of steps that were established by [10] and [19]. In the section V the third stage is represented through de results analysis.

A. Research Scope

Considering the general scope of the research, the goal is to find solutions for the following questions (Q): • Q1: Which are the existent approaches and solutions related to dynamic reconfiguration of software projects' planning networks?
• Q2: How Software Project Processes are prepared to manage multiple projects simultaneously?
• Q3: Which are the project management methodologies that support the integration of the software project workflow with other organizational flows?

These questions were used to delimitate the scope that will effectively be answered by the process of systematic review established in this work, through the analysis and synthesis of the selected studies. Based on the pre-identified questions, the QF was defined as follows:

QF: "Which existing approaches in the literature allow the dynamic reconfiguration of software projects' planning networks involving multiple simultaneous projects and integration with other organizational flows?"

The QF is essential to determine the structure of the review. If the QF is not well defined, it could substantially compromise the result of the research. All the steps of the systematic review were guided by the QF, which was also used as a way of judgment of the systematic review relevance.

B. Systematic Review Details and Protocols

After the definition of the QF, the next steps are, respectively, the selection of research sources, the definition of inclusion and exclusion criteria and the selection of the studies found. When this planning is completed, you should evaluate the protocol plan. If approved, the extraction of information will begin (see Fig. 2). Results should also be evaluated prior to performing the final analysis. In order to keep all information and document the decisions made by the researchers, aim is to make the storage of results throughout this process.

This systematic review uses the following search engines: IEEE Xplorer digital library, ACM digital library, Springer Link and Science Direct. The criteria to make the decision about the selected search engine were: (1) the database allow search engines based on key words and Boolean expressions; and (2) the availability of articles through Internet.

The selection of papers occurred in 3 months, between March and May 2011. The population defined for the study includes articles published in journals and conferences on the field of study since 2000 until now and that were written in English language. This range of years was chosen in order to perform a filter on the recent works in the area. The justification for the choice of English language is due to its universality, remaining itself the standard language of conferences and international journals. Then, several papers were analyzed in the areas of computer science, software engineering, project management, information systems, support systems for decision and management of business processes. The sources were exclusively accessed on the web, so manual search was not considered in this work.

Initially, for the definition of the "search string", several combinations and variations of the following key words were tried: "project management", "scheduling", "business process", "workflow", "managerial activity", "enterprise activity", "organizational activity" and "productive activity". After observing the behavior of search engines, these key words were combined through Boolean operators and filters, as presented in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Search String</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>(project management OR scheduling) AND (business process OR workflow) AND (managerial activity OR enterprise activity OR organizational activity OR productive activity) AND (year &gt;= 2000 AND year &lt;= 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>(project management) AND (business process) AND (managerial activity OR enterprise activity OR organizational activity OR productive activity) AND (year &gt;= 2000 AND year &lt;= 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>(scheduling) AND (workflow) AND (managerial activity OR enterprise activity OR organizational activity OR productive activity) AND (year &gt;= 2000 AND year &lt;= 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>(dynamic reconfiguration) AND (business process OR workflow) AND (year &gt;= 2000 AND year &lt;= 2011)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It must be observed that some used "search strings" returned a lot of documents. The 132 articles selected were resulting of the string S1. The string selects articles from journals and conference published since 2000 which deal with software projects’ dynamic reconfiguration emphasizing the integration of project management with the organizational flows.
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V. RESULTS

The 132 articles were preliminary selected for a future analysis. Hence, this selection was based on the following sequence of steps:

- the search string was run in each of the search engines;
- the title and abstract of each article were read;
- when initially approved, the full texts were read for a final approval;
- if in doubt due to lack of clarity in the abstract, a quick reading of the text was conducted;
- the remaining articles were selected for full reading.

The implementation of this sequence of steps resulted in the selection of 24 works. Fourteen of them were later dropped due to the lack of minimal relevance expected. Thus, the final selection included 10 articles (7.57% of the overall results of the search engines). According to [9] and [10], this reduction is expected in a systematic review, mainly due to selection errors from the search engines.

The main criteria for selection of the surveyed papers was accepting only those which included a good level of description on the solution and enough information about the methods or strategies of any kind to resolve the issues related to the research topic of this article. More specifically, information on the following items was sought:

1. **Activity programming (scheduling)**: indicates if the article presents a solution to the scheduling of activities on the project schedule;
2. **Concept of management activities of support**: indicates if the article presents a distinction between project’s specific activities from those that are common to every organization;
3. **Integration with organizational flows**: indicates whether the solution provides integration of the flow of project activities with the organizational flows of the company;
4. **Multi-projects support**: indicates if the solution supports more than one project simultaneously;
5. **Type of solution**: it shows the solution’s “general category” (e.g. decision support, optimization and methodology.).
6. **Method**: the method used for the solution (e.g. Bayesian networks and dynamic programming.).
7. **Dynamic solution**: indicates whether the solution can provide immediate feedback during the course of the project;
8. **Use of simulation**: indicates whether the solution involves some kind of computer simulation;
9. **Evaluation by the scientific community**: Indicates whether the research was scientifically evaluated as a case study or experiment;
10. **Tool**: indicates if the solution includes a tool or prototype.

The classification of the studies based on these criteria is presented in Table II, and the discussion in section VI.

VI. DISCUSSION

By analyzing Table II, one can get some conclusions based on a quick quantitative analysis:

- First, all selected works present solutions to the scheduling of activities on the project schedule;
- Four of the analyzed articles present a distinction between the technical and managerial activities;
- Only two articles present solutions that provide integration of the project’s activity flow with the organizational flows of the company;
- Four papers deal with a multi-project scenario;
- It is interesting to note that all results show solutions that involve some kind of dynamic solution;
- Four studies presented solutions that involve some kind of computer simulation;
- An important observation is that more than half of the selected works have some kind of tool or prototype. However, only one study includes results from a case study or experiment.

The planning of activities is strongly affected by uncertainties and external events [7], [18]. The idea of using contingency plans, suggested later by this author, seems very promising and combats much of the subjectivity present in the daily decisions made by software project managers. Contingency plans are pre-encoded sequences of actions that must be performed once a problem occurs. So this is a dynamic solution. In other words, facing a problem in the current configuration, it is allowed to adopt different solution strategies for each situation presented. The work presented by [15] contains a set of integrated tools for modeling, analysis, and management of systems. The tool PROSIM, for example, provides mechanisms for modeling, analysis, and design of business processes. It provides a graphical environment to model business processes and then perform simulations of each process. Another tool, the ProjectLINK, an add-on for PROSIM, allows information from a process model to be transported to a project management tool, for instance, MS-Project. In [12], is shown ProPlanT, a multi-agent tool that allows planning of production activities and resource selection (based on mechanisms subscribe/advertise). Yet, within the systematic review, the only two studies that show the integration with organizational flows are [1] and [7]. The first presents a model integrating the PMBOK with RUP, conceptualizing managerial and productive activities and the interdependence relationship among these two types of activities. The second only presents an example of temporary employment of resources. Next to the idea of integrating the activities of a software project with flows of organizational activities, the article presented by [2] works with the concept of policy or policies. His work presents some strategies that the manager can take to manage your project, for example, allocating more resources to an activity, making use of multitasking to a developer, creating internal milestones, among others. The idea presented tolerate simultaneous projects, but
these may have different characteristics (for example, the first project may be executed based on an iterative process, while the second may be based on the waterfall model).

Through this analysis, it is observed that the surveyed works do not have a solution that allows the planning of software projects considering the interactions of the project manager with other departments within the organization. The disregard of the dependencies among the activities of different workflows can result in distortions in software project planning. Often the project manager only sees the need for soliciting previously requested information from another department within the company when performing a particular project activity that depends on other departments (e.g. purchasing equipment or hiring a new developer). Consequently, there is a need for a solution to anticipate the needs arising from the areas of support during the project planning software. This solution should consider the complexity of identifying the interdependence between the activities of the organization’s workflows and projects’ workflow. However, none of the jobs returned in this systematic review provides a full computational mechanism to resolve these issues.

In a previous study (see [8]) we have presented an integrated model called SPIM - Software Planning Integrated Model. The SPIM model was designed considering the need of project managers to access information from other departments of the organization during the software project planning. To support this functionality, this model defines three different types of activities:

1. **productive activities**: activities directly related to the construction of the software product;
2. **managerial activities**: activities that are only required to coordinate the construction of the software product;
3. **management supporting activities**: any other activities that do not belong to an individual project’s activity workflow (and may be else shared by other projects).

The database modelling of a software application is an example of productive activity. Organize and conduct a follow-up project meeting is an example of managerial activity. This first two types of activities belong to the project’s workflow. Hire a database administrator (activity usually performed by human resources department) is an example of management supporting activity. Following this definition, it is possible to distinguish which activities should be updated by other sectors of the organization (using a mechanism such as a workflow) and which should be updated directly by the project manager. A tool called Software Planning Integrated Tool (SPIT) was developed to demonstrate the feasibility of the concepts proposed by the model SPIM. However, SPIT is still a prototype and needs to be evaluated on real projects in software companies.

### VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper presented some results from a systematic review of the dynamic reconfiguration of software projects, with emphasis on the integration of project management with organizational flows. Based on the obtained results, the ability of these works to resolve the 10 issues related to the research topic of this article was examined.

Due to the small number of papers returned in the research, one notes that it was possible to perform only a few comments on the dynamic reconfiguration of projects, considering the integration of project management with organizational flows. Even the more recent works do not present a solution that addresses all the problems at the same time. One reason may be the type of search string that was used in the systematic review’s preparation: by the moment of search string definition, one automatically ends up restricting the returned articles and assuming the risk of leaving out some related works. Another possible reason is that this is a subject that has not been deeply addressed by other researchers.

Analyzing the current literature, we cannot identify studies that deeply address the subject and present specific solutions that provide some kind of integration of software project with organizational flows. The activities pertaining to organizational workflows use resources that are not allocated directly to the software project. However, these features may influence both in terms of activity deadlines and software project costs (e.g. if the doctor responsible for the entrance examination needs to get away for a few days, this delay may negatively impact the schedule of software projects).

The identification of the interdependence of the company workflows and software project during the project planning is not an easy task. Thus, the project managers need a support enabling them to avoid distortions in project planning (such as increased costs and delays in project timelines) in disregard that support activities pertaining to workflows of organizations use resources that are not directly allocated to the software project. But, according to the results of this research, we can...
say that the problem presented in QF is far from being answered by current approaches.

Anyway, the collected information was sufficient to proceed with this research, since these facts indicate the need for further investigations and solutions for this area. As future work, we intend to develop a protocol to evaluate the model SPIM with software companies, using the prototype SPIT in real software projects.
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